THE PASSAGE THROUGH THE DRAGON’S GATE
Hsi Wang Mu, The Queen and Mother of the West.
-IThe Passage Through the Dragon’s Gate
Legends and Esoteric Meanings of the Dragon-Fish, the Yellow River, Kunlun Mountain,
The Dragon Carved in the Rock and the Dragon’s Gate Temple Flanked by Two Living
Female Sphinxes, the Jade Lake, the Grandmother Goddess Xi Wang Mu (Hsi Wang Mu) or
The Queen and Divine Mother of the West.

The Year

2000 was the Year of the Golden Dragon, according to the Chinese Calendar,
which began on February 5, 2000 and concluded on January 23, 2001.
An ancient Chinese legend narrates that “The Jade Emperor” organised every year, in the
month of March, great competitions in which the Ancestors of the Carp Fish, who came to
meet in the Yellow River, whose mysterious, unknown and inaccessible fountains, are found
in a Lake at the top of the Enchanted and Magic Mountains, called “The Kunlun
Mountains”, located in a very distant place in the West…
The Carp Fish had to swim against the powerful current of the Yellow River and climb up,
swimming, in the waterfalls of a mighty cataract, until they finally arrive at its (source/
fountain) and at a Gate called “The Dragon Gate”.

Only a few Carp Fish jumped and passed through the Dragon Gate, and by the Grace of the
Jade Emperor they became Dragon-Fish.
The other fish that did not make it, had to return to the sea to wait for a new opportunity.
At the top of the Kunlun Mountains, in the Jade Mountain, The Heaven’s Mountain, the
Dragon’s Mountain, lives a Great Elder Goddess, called “Xi Wang Mu”: “The Queen and
Mother of the West”, the Queen Mother who dwells in the Jade Lake.
Esoterically, the Fish is the Inner, Intimate Christ, the Golden Christ; and the Dragon is the
Inner Lucifer. The Queen Mother is the Divine Mother.
Passing through the Dragon’s Gate is the Esoteric Process of the Inner Christ Resurrection
at the end of the Second Mountain, and his Passage through the Gate of the Third Mountain.
Every person who sets their mind to it, if they truly wants it, dedicating theirselves to
practice throughout life the Three Factors of the Revolution of the Consciousness, can first
transform themselves into “a Fish” by incarnating the inner, Intimate Christ in their heart, on
the First Mountain and on the Second Mountain; and later by passing through the Esoteric
Death and Resurrection at the end of the Second Mountain, and then entering the Third
Mountain, transforming into the “Dragon-Fish” which is the Christ-Lucifer.
The “Dragon’s Gate” is called “The Highest Gate of the Triple Mountain”.

- II Fuhi and Nukwa

Fuxy and Nukwa (The Adam-Eva of Ancient China) having survived a great flood, took
refuge at the top of the inner, spiritual Kunlun Mountain and there, praying and beseeching
the Emperor of Heaven, received His approval to unite en Marriage. The “Kunlun
Mountain”, also called “The Dragon Mountain”, is described as a steep, craggy and very
high rocky mountain, whose summit is in the heights of Heaven where dwells, according to
Taoism, in its Sacred Lake, “Xi WangMu”, “The Queen Mother of the West” called “The
Golden Mother of the Blazing Lake”, “Queen Mother Grandmother” and “Ancient Mother
of the West”.
Fu-Hi, Fu-Xi or Fuhsi, and his Wife Nukwa are represented with Dragon Bodies and Human
Heads, which is only a symbol signifying that they were “Dragons of Wisdom” or Wise
Adepts, Instructors of Humanity.

- III The Divine Mother of the Sacred Lake, at the Top of the Dragon
Mountain
Many years ago, consciously traveling in my Astral Body, i went in search of my Divine
Mother Kundalini.
Floating i reached the top of a great rocky mountain.
As i rested the soles of my feet on the top of the mountain, over a crystal-clear running
waters, i saw that on the rock was carved an immense Dragon.
Walking very slowly, to avoid slipping, because i felt that the rock was very slippery, i
approached before two living sphinxes with feminine faces, which had a very rigorous
expression.
Slowly and with much reverence, walking on the slippery rock bottom on which the Great
Dragon was carved, and with great care not to slip, i placed myself between the two living
sphinxes.
Then, one of the Sphinxes produced a loud snapping sound with the fingers of her right
hand, and rigorously commanded me: “Pass!”
Reverently bowing my head i gave the sacred passing words to enter the Temple…
As i passed through the middle of the two living sphinxes, i saw myself floating above an
immense and very serene lake, and saw that in the center of the Lake was floating and
waiting for me a Very Venerable Old Woman, dressed all in white.
Gliding smoothly on the Lake surface, i arrived before the Venerable Elder Lady and asked
her if She was my Divine Mother, and she answered:
“-Yes, i am your Divine Mother!”
After a dialogue we had, and as we began to say goodbye, i said to her:
“-My Mother, where can i find you again?”
“-In the Temple of Wisdom you will always find me!”, answered my Divine Mother
Kundalini.
In this Esoteric Experience, my Divine Mother allowed me to see a future, that will be
fulfilled, with the Help of God, after the Resurrection of my Inner Christ.

The Temple of Wisdom of the Goddess Isis Minerva Neith, is in the Higher Dimensions,
and also within our Heart’s Temple.
“The delightful Verb of ISIS arises from the deep bosom of all ages, awaiting the Ineffable
Moment to be realised.”
“The Ineffable words of the Goddess NEITH have been carved in gold letters on the shining
walls of the Temple of Wisdom: ‘I AM THE ONE WHO HAS BEEN, IS, AND WILL BE,
AND NO MORTAL HAS LIFTED MY VEIL’…” (V.M. Samael Aun Weor).
“…there are only a very few who can enter the Temple of Wisdom. There is found a great
book of Mother Nature, where the Cosmic Laws are written. Rare are those who can open
and study the Book. The Test/Trial of the Sanctuary is very terrible, and those who pass it
receive the Solomon’s Ring or Seal, where the positive and negative forces of the universal
magnetism are represented. The Solomon’s Seal gathers the work in the Great Work. The six
points of the star are masculine, the six deep entrances are feminine. Total: twelve rays.
Perfect symbol of the Great Sun.” (V.M. Samael Aun Weor).
“(The Test/Trial) of the Sanctuary is very difficult; very few are the human beings capable
of passing this terrible test).”
“(The deep inner Lord knows very well what our iniquities are; by disintegrating them, we
will pass the terrible Test/Trial of the Sanctuary).”
“(That Test/Trial contains in itself all the Tests/Trials)”
“(That test is, in itself, multiple test.)”
“(The Omnimyscient One forgives many errors, when we really deserve the forgiveness).”
“(The Soul always waits for the Lord’s Word.)”
“(It is not enough to only listen to the Word, we must do the word within ourselves, here and
now.”) (V.M. Samael Aun Weor).
When an Initiate passes “The Test/Trial of the Sanctuary” by receiving “The Ring of King
Solomon”, receives “The Philosophical Stone”.
This Esoteric Process takes place on the Third Mountain when the Resurrected Inner Christ
es betrothed in the Definitive and Permanent Edenic Wedding with his Eternally, Spiritual
Beloved. Then comes the Integration of the Christ-Lucifer or the Dragon-Fish.
Passing “The Test/Trial of the Sanctuary” is to have achieved The Great Work, to have
received “The Philosopher’s Stone”, that comes to be complete in the Third Mountain.

All this Astral, Esoteric Experience has very Sacred Traditions that go back to the Origins of
the Wisdom of Ancient China.
We referred earlier to the so-called “Dragon Gate”, which is traversed by a Golden Fish
which after having fought tirelessly, climbing, swimming up the waterfalls formed by the
Yellow River, it arrives at a Sacred Lake at the top of the Sacred Kunlun Mountain, where
the “Dragon's Gate” is located, and by passing through it by a Big (Leap/jump), the Fish
becomes a Dragon-Fish.

- IV The Dragon’s Temple
We were fulfilling our mission in the city of Feira de Santana, Bahia State, Brazil, in July
1995.
I was observing with my Wife, from a terrace, the clay tile roof of our house…
Then, in an instant, we were quickly taken to a very narrow bridge, from which we looked
up at the sky and at two white and shiny Warplanes that were flying across the Sky, rapidly
passing through…
I soared, floating, above the Narrow Bridge and flying, arrived at the Top of a Mountain…
I looked down from the summit towards a plateau on one of the Hills, on which i could see
an immense and very old Cathedral, carved in the Rock, illuminated on the from and sides
with thousands of yellow bulbs, as when the Cathedrals are decorated at Christmas time…
I flew to the Cathedral…
When i arrived, someone asked me about the Cathedral’s lights, which were lit
intermittently…
So i replied:
“The lights come on, go out and then come on again, intermittently, because this is the
Cathedral of Lucifer, which means Light and Shadow; also Lucifer means “Light Bearer”…
Then, i entered the Cathedral…It was Midnight…It was full of people attending a Worship
at the Top of Lucifer’s Cathedral…I began to go up accompanied by some Misters who
were there illuminating with reflectors…In the Ascent, we reached a place in the Cathedral
called “Fifth Floor”…A Lady exclaimed:
“Here it was, where in another time fell, [the Boddhisatwa of] Moses…”
My Wife accompanied me…An Elder Lady appeared next to us and wanted someone to
help her to descend some very steep and dangerous stairs…
My wife and I took the old lady by the armpits and the arms, and with great care we
descended, without falling, holding onto the Elder Lady to the base or first floor…
There, we left her with another Lady’s custody/protection to take care of her and help her…
With my Wife, we went back up the stairs…As we Ascended, we met a very young and
pretty lady who had a child in her arms… I greeted them with affection…

We continued ascending and arrived at the top of the Lucifer’s Cathedral, where there was a
Bookstore…The Owner showed me some Books that had the following title:
“…The Four Volumes of the Pistis-Sophia…”
A little later i returned to my physical body bringing with me all the memories of these
Teachings of Wisdom…
The Boddhisatwa of the Prophet Moses reincarnated in this “Last Generation” , in the V.M.
Thoth-Moses is Risen “from the mud of earth”, thanks to God and to the good offices of the
Inner Moses-Lucifer:
“(The Celestial Sabaoth crystallises in the Sabaoth-Man, thanks to the Inner Moses).”
“(Sabaoth-Moses are integrated totally.)”
“(Sabaoth is the internal God that must crystallise in the human person thanks to the good
offices of Lucifer).” (V.M. Samael Aun Weor).
The Bookstore at the Top of Lucifer’s Cathedral with the Four Volumes of Pistis-Sophia,
refer to when Pistis-Sophia is completely redeemed by the Christ-Lucifer or the Inner,
Divine, Particular, Dragon-Fish, with the continuous and permanent assistance of Our
Divine Mother, the Venerable Elderess Hsi Wang Mu, who is The Queen and Mother of the
West and the Sacred Shechinah. All this Work is done by practicing throughout life “The
Three Factors of the Revolution of Consciousness”.

-VThe Little Dragon of the Phoenix

On the Shabbath’s Eve, Friday, August 15, 2014, a Man announced to me that in the future i
would achieve the Resurrection, with God’s Help, of: “The Little Dragon of the Phoenix”.

The Phoenix Bird and the Dragon are the (Feminine/Female) Yin and the (Masculine/Male)
Yang, and from their union “The Little Dragon of the Phoenix” is born.
The above reminds us of what Our V.M. Samael Aun Weor writes about the “Awake Monk
called Tien Jan”, who said: “The female Dragon gives brith to a Little Dragon and the
female of the Phoenix to a Little Phoenix”.
“…The RESURRECTION of the “Little Phoenix”, is GRANDIOSE: he is resurrected in the
Great Phoenix and the Great Phoenix is resurrected in him; and after all, the Phoenix
resurrects, rises from among his own ashes to speak in the PURE VERB OF THE DIVINE
TONGUE, which, like a river of gold [The Yellow River], flows beneath the thick jungle of
the Sun.
“To Him who knows, the word gives power; no one has uttered it, no one will utter it, but
only him who has it incarnated…”
Is then, the Baptism, brothers, something grandiose. We are BAPTISED FOR THE DEAD,
for the purpose of RESURRECTION. Of what use would Baptism be if we were not
resurrected? Christ resurrected, and must resurrect in each one of us. “Sordid is death with
victory. Where is, O Sepulchre!, your sting? Where, O Death, thy victory?”
The Phoenix Bird, on Rising from its own ashes, makes the sepulcher a cradle. Here is the
great thing: it turns Death into a Mother or Nurse! Whoever rises from the death, here and
now, becomes A SON OF THE SUN, who has the right to sign always with the STAR OF
THE SEVEN POINTS. Only the Sons of the Sun, the RESURRECTED AND IMMORTAL
MASTERS, are the True Rectors of Nature. It is therefore necessary to understand each of
these words, to become conscious of all this. We need to work in the Great Work, if we truly
want to reach the Resurrection…” (V.M. Samael Aun Weor).
“Yes, Brothers: that Phoenix Bird gives birth a “LITTLE PHOENIX”, and if the Phoenix
bird dies to rise again from its own ashes, its little “PHOENIX” does the same…i want you
all to understand the theory: that PHOENIX BIRD is the THIRD LOGOS, our Particular,
Individual Logoi; the most sacred Holy Spirit, in whose name, always, we do the Gnostic
Baptisms. He is the lord, the King of Alchemy, the Hiram Abiff of Occult Freemasonry, who
is now dead, but must be born in each one of us, must resurrect in each one of us.
As for the little PHOENIX, he is the SON OF MAN, the Tiphereth of the Hebraic Kabbalah,
who needs to come to the world to work in the Great Work of the Father. (V.M. Samael Aun
Weor).
“The Female Dragon gives birth to a little Dragon and the Female Phoenix gives birth to a
little Phoenix”
“The Dragon of the Phoenix”.

- VI “The Yuhu… Lake” and “The Yellow Lion”
Month of December, Year 2016.
In China there is a Lake called:
“Yuhu, the Jade Lake”, which is located in “Naxi” (Nakhi), at the foot of the Jade Dragon
Snow Mountain, near the ancient city of LiJiang, China.”
In this study, Our “…Yuhu…Lake” is esoteric, symbolic, spiritual.
In legends and traditions of “Yuhu, the Jade Lake”, of “Jade Dragon Mountain”, and “Hua
Mountain”, lights can be found that help to illuminate their esoteric symbologies, which, in
any case, are already partly explained in the previous chapter of this work.
“The Jade Dragon” is Lucifer “The Shining and Morning Star”, “The Bearer” and “The
Giver of Light”.
The Snowy Mountain of the Jade Dragon is symbolic of The Third Mountain of the “Triple
Mountain”.
“Yuhu, the Jade Lake” is symbolically the Work and the Step to be performed on the Dragon
Mountain: The Jump of the Fish passing through the Dragon Gate, to become the DragonFish, through the Sacred Science of Alchemy, the White Tantrism, the Transmutation of the
Sexual Waters of Life.
The words: “The Yuhu…Lake” interpreted esoterically, mean: The River that rises in the
Jade Lake of the Sacred Mountain of the Dragon.
A tradition narrates that the Divine Mother Hsi Wang Mu is sitting on the Dragon Mountain
called “Hua” Mountain.
All this is symbolic, and although there is a Sacred Mountain called “Hua” in China (one of
the Sacred Mountains of Taoism) it all has esoteric, inner, spiritual meanings.
Our Divine Mother Hsi Wang Mu is the Mother of the “Tao”, the Divine Mother of
Silence…
“The Yellow Lion” is the Golden Christ, the SUN-CHRIST.
The Mysterious Fountain of the Spiritual “Yellow River” is at the Top of the very high and
steep Kunlun Mountain, the Dragon Mountain, the “Hua” Mountain, which like “A pillar
connects Heaven and Earth.”
It is the highest part of the Triple Mountain: The Three Mountains.
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